Two strangers find some money and fight over it while a third stranger helps solve the problem.
‘A New World Through the Eyes and Hearts of Children’ is a series of short stories made by children during the Stewardship for New Emergence Program, a six month leadership program for children to find their core values and design meaningful projects for their local communities. The films are based on these projects.
IYARKKAIEL YEN SEYARGAI
THE IMPORTANCE OF A CLEAN AND HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT
3:25 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 15:39 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Nithish Kumar
Sound: Charupraba
Assistant Director: Harini
Actors: Rajan, Vibishnan, Harini, P.Harini, Dheepasri, Jagadeswari, ThamizhSelvam
MAKKUM KUPPAI MAKKA KUPPAI
Biodegradable and NonBiodegradable Waste)
2:06 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 16:44 - Cinema Paradiso

CAMERA: DHINESH
SOUND: RAJAN
ACTORS: HARINI, VIBISHNAN, SARANYA
MARATHAI KAAPPOM

Save Trees

2:03 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 16:15 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Shalini
Sound: Nitish Kumar
Assistant Director: Surendhar
Actors: Anbu, Manivel, Vadivel, Thamizh Selvan, Vibishnan, Athithyan
MINSAAARAM SEMIPPOOM
SAVE ELECTRICITY
2:43 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 16:17 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Nithish Kumar
Sound: Charupraba
Assistant Director: Harini
Actors: Prithviraj, Abhisheak, Jagadeswari, Vibishnan
NANNEERUM NANMAIYUM
Good Water and Its Benefits
2:29 minutes

Sunday 12 January, 16:04 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Ilakiyan
Sound: Dhinesh
Actors: Athiyan, Charupraba, Harini
NEER INDRI AMAIYAAATHU...
1:58 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 15:49 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Nithish Kumar
Sound: Charupraba
Assistant Director: Shalini
Actors: Nirmala, Sivaprasanth, Abishek
OZHUKKAME UYIR
Respect
2:42 minutes

Sunday 12 January, 16:47 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Keerthana
Sound: Shalini
Assistant Director: Shalini
Actors: Dhillipan, Nitishkumar, Athithyan, Harish, Jagadeswari and others
KAATTU VALAM NAATTU VALAM

2:34 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 16:29 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Dheebasri
Sound: Gowtham
Assistant Director: Keerthana
Actors: Saranraj, Vibishnan, Anbazhagan
SUTHTHAM SUGAM THARUM
3:16 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 15:30 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Surendhar
Sound: Gowtham
Actors: Dhinesh, Rajan, Saranya and students
THERUVUM NAM VEEDUTHAAN
1:16 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 16:41 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Athithyan
Sound: Dhinesh
Assistant Director: Sona
Actors: Harish, Vibishnan, Abishek
THUNI PAI
CLOTH BAG
3:06 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 15:53 - Cinema Paradiso

CAMERA: ADHITHYAN
SOUND: CHARUPRABA
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: HARINI
ACTORS: SONA, RAJAN, SHALINI, DHINESH, ANANTHI, DHEEBASRI
UDALAI URUTHI SEI
Well-Being
1:55 minute

Sunday 12 January, 16:23 - Cinema Paradiso

Camera: Gowtham
Sound: Kalaimani
Actors: Rajan, Ananthi, Athithyan, Nithish
**VENDAM PLASTIC!**

**No Plastic!**

2:14 MINUTES

Sunday 12 January, 16:12 - Cinema Paradiso

**Camera:** Dhinesh  
**Sound:** Charupraba  
**Actors:** Saranya, Nithish Kumar, Anandthi

**Contact:** Bridget, Thamarai Educational Projects, Auromode Complex, Auroshilpam, Auroville, 605101 - Tamil Nadu, India  
**Phone:** +91 944 227 0640 E-mail: thamarai[@]auroville.org.in  
**Website:** thamarai.org
A student is being bullied and another comes to his aid.
Two strangers get into a fight and a third person tries to intervene with disastrous effect.
Due to a bout of malaria, a famous YouTuber attempts to increase his lost followers by travelling to a mysterious island.
I PUT A SPELL ON YOU
2019, Fiction, 4 minutes

Sunday 12 January, 15:45 - Cinema Paradiso

A lost tourist helps himself to some forbidden fruit with unexpected consequences.
A young man loses something precious and is desperately trying to find it.
Trees are the beauty of the earth. In this film, children are educated not to cut trees and are motivated by their class teacher to plant them.
A film about a boy who has a habit of using up all his money to buy everything he feels like, with no thought of saving anything.
A carelessly thrown cigarette butt causes a string of catastrophes.
A ransom note is received by a wealthy couple, demanding cash for the return of their daughter.
Detectives are called upon to discover who stole the gold from the Matrimandir safe.
The importance of a clean and tidy environment is the theme of this film. A girl takes responsibility to clean the classroom while her friends attend prayers.
A person is treated badly when he asks for help, things change when the shoe is on the other foot.
Wastefulness is the subject of this film. A young girl is very wasteful with food.
A man deals with his upset stomach.
AUROVILLE FILM FESTIVAL

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

7TH - 12TH JAN
VENUE: TOWN HALL

07/01/20
05:00 - 06:00

06:30 - 07:30

08/01/20
06:30 - 07:30

22/01/20
06:30 - 07:30

17/01/20
05:00 - 06:00

SAUROVILLE FILM FESTIVAL

2020 filmfestival.auroville.org